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Route starting from point 1 (Boulevard Lambermont/R21):

Follow the Boulevard Lambermont (R21).

After the Shell service station on your right, cross the Van Praet bridge.

Take the right-hand lane. You will pass over the railway.

Just after the bridge, turn right at the traffic lights.

This takes you on to Avenue de Vilvorde (N1). Follow it for 3.4 miles (5.5 km).

You will arrive at the wastewater treatment station, which is on your left.

Route starting from point 2 (Quai des Usines/N 201):

Continue straight ahead (N201).

After a right-hand bend, you will come to traffic lights. Turn left.

This takes you on to Avenue de Vilvorde (N1). Follow it for 3.4 miles (5.5 km).

You will arrive at the wastewater treatment station, which is on your left.

Route starting from point 3 (Ring/R0):
(follow route          on the following map)

From Charleroi, take the E19 signposted Gand/Gent, then the Ring Ouest (West ring road).

Take exit no. 6 (Hôpital Militaire) and continue straight ahead over two rounda-
bouts (follow Kanaalzoone).

You will come to traffic lights. Continue straight ahead, crossing the Buda bridge.

Follow the road around the factory. You will come to a stop sign, turn right on to 
Avenue de Vilvorde.

Continue for just over a quarter of a mile. You will arrive at the entrance to the wastewater 
treatment plant, which is on your right.
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NOTE: take care not to confuse ‘Avenue de Vilvorde’ 
with ‘chaussée de Vilvorde’ on the other side of the canal!
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